
Supplementary Material for
“Self-Regulation for Semantic Segmentation”

We provide the experimental results of using the ensem-
ble of feature maps and logits as the Teacher in Section S1,
the experimental results of using logits for SR-F and using
feature maps for SR-L in Section S2, the details and re-
sults of applying different hyperparameters in Section S3,
results of using other λ3 in Section S4, results of using
other loss functions in Section S5, result comparisons be-
tween SR-F and skip connections S6, more experimental
results by deploying SR-F and SR-L S7, more experimen-
tal results for weakly-supervised semantic segmentation in
Section S8, and additional qualitative results in Section S9.

S1. An Ensemble of Teachers

This supplementary is for Section 4 of the main paper.
In Section 4, for SR-F loss, feature maps output by the shal-
lowest block are taken as the Shallow Teacher, and for SR-
L loss, the classification logits output by the deepest block
acts as the Deep Teacher. In this Section A, we provide the
experimental results of using an ensemble of feature maps
(or logits) as the Shallow Teacher (or the Deep Teacher).
By “ensemble”, we mean that the average feature maps (or
logits) of all the previous (or following) blocks are used as
the Shallow Teacher (or the Deep Teacher). For example
for SR-F loss, the Teacher of block-3 is the average feature
maps of block-1 and block-2, and the teacher of block-4 is
the average feature maps of block-1, block-2, and block-3.
For SR-L loss, “ensemble” is defined analogously.

We show the experimental results in Table S1. We used
CONTA [9]+SPGNet [3] as the baseline model. We can ob-
serve from the middle row that the ensemble feature maps
and logits (i.e., SRensemble) can also boost the model per-
formance of baseline, e.g., by 0.3% mIoU on the val set
of PASCAL VOC 2012 (PC) [5]. While the improvement
margin is clearly smaller than that of using a single layer
as the Teacher (i.e., SRregular) in our main paper. We think
the reason is that ensembling multi-layer information mixes
the semantic and detail representations learned by different
layers and thus weakens either of them.

S2. SR-F on Logits and SR-L on Feature Maps

This supplementary is for Section 4 of the main paper. In

Methods Settings PC val %

baseline w/o SR 67.1
baseline+SR SRensemble 67.4+0.3

baseline+SR SRregular 68.5+1.4

Table S1. Experimental results on ensemble feature maps and log-
its on the val set of PASCAL VOC 2012 (PC) [5]. “w/o SR” means
that there is no SR loss used. “SRensemble” denotes the ensemble
feature maps and logits for SR loss function. “SRregular” denotes
the same implementation as the main paper. “+SR” means apply-
ing our SR loss function to train the segmentation models.

Section 4, the computation SR-F is based on feature maps,
while SR-L is based on logits. In this Section, we provide
results of some empirical trials of using classification logits
for SR-F and using feature maps for SR-L.

We show the experimental results under different set-
tings in Table S2. We can observe from the first block of
results that replacing the logits of SR-L with feature maps
indeed reduces the model performance. We think the reason
is that classification logits contain more semantic relation-
ships among different object classes (than the feature maps
which contain more details instead). We can observe from
the second block of results that replacing the feature maps
of SR-F with logits causes a great drop of the model perfor-
mance. The reason is intuitive as the classification logits at
the shallowest layer are the worst ones and taking them as
the Teacher definitely misleads other layers.

S3. Hyperparameters
This supplementary is for Section 5 of the main paper.

In this section, we show more results by using tempera-
ture scaling. In the main paper, the temperature τ in Eq.(2)
is used to control the smoothness of feature maps (or log-
its), i.e., the higher the value of τ , the greater the suppres-
sion between the maximum and minimum values in feature
maps (or logits). Its practical effect is to suppress the re-
gions with extremely high confidence in feature maps (or
logits) from being overly-focused by SS models, and also to
ignore the regions with low confidence, e.g., small or thin
objects and the rare objects on datasets. An important hy-
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Methods Settings PC val

baseline w/o SR 67.1
baseline+SR + MEA + SR-Lregular 68.1+1.0

baseline+SR + MEA + SR-Lfeature 67.3+0.2

baseline+SR + MEA + SR-Lregular + SR-Lfeature 67.5+0.4

baseline+SR + MEA + SR-Fregular 68.2+1.1

baseline+SR + MEA + SR-Flogits 66.4−0.7

baseline+SR + MEA + SR-Fregular + SR-Flogits 68.4+0.2

Table S2. Experimental results (mIoU, %) on the val set of PAS-
CAL VOC 2012 (PC) [5] with different settings of SR-F and SR-L.
“w/o SR” means that there is no SR loss used. “+” means adding
the loss function term(s) to the baseline model. SR-Lfeature denotes
that SR-L loss and SR-F loss are based on the feature maps and
logits, respectively. “SRregular” denotes the regular implementation
as “SR” in the main paper.

Figure S1. Experimental results on the val set of PASCAL VOC
2012 (PC) [5] with different upper-bound values. “+SR” means
applying SR loss function to train the baseline model.

perparameter for applying τ is the difference between the
maximum and minimum values in feature maps (or logits).
We denote this “difference” as β. In our main paper, β is
uniformly set to 0.5. Here, we use different values of β
and provide the corresponding results in Figure S1. We use
CONTA [9]+SPGNet [3] as baseline.

S4. Using Other λ3

This supplementary is for Section 5 of the main paper.
In this section, we provide results of using other value of λ3

in Eq.(5). We took CONTA [9]+SPGNet [3] as the baseline
model. Experiments were carried out on PASCAL VOC
2012 [5] and we show results on its val set for SR-F and
SR-L in Figure S2, respectively. There is no SR-F or SR-

Figure S2. Experimental results on the val set of PASCAL VOC
2012 (PC) [5] with different λ3.

L used when λ3 = 0 (i.e., only MEA is deployed on the
baseline segmentation model). When λ3 = 1, this setting
corresponds to the setting of our main paper.

S5. Using Other Loss Functions

This supplementary is for SR-F loss in Section 4.1 and
SR-L loss in Section 4.2 of the main paper. In Section 4,
the standard Cross-Entropy (CE) loss is used in both SR-
F and SR-L losses. Following [10], Table S3 shows more
experimental results by using other loss functions on the
val sets of PASCAL VOC 2012 (PC) [5] and MS COCO
(MC) [6]. Using L2 loss, KL divergence loss, CE loss, and
the combined loss (Combined) in our SR, we can obtain
68.3%, 68.2%, 68.5%, and 53.2% mIoU on PC, and 34.1%,
34.3%, 34.5%, and 22.9% mIoU on MC, respectively. We
can clearly observe that CE achieves the best performance
and the combined loss has the worst performance.

Dataset L2 KL Divergence CE (used) Combined

PC 68.3% 68.2% 68.5% 53.2%
MC 34.1% 34.3% 34.5% 22.9%

Table S3. Results of using different loss functions in SR.

S6. SR-F vs Skip Connections

This supplementary is for Section 4 of the main paper.
In Section 4, we propose to use SR loss for feature regu-
lation. In this section, we provide experimental results by
using skip connections as the feature regulation manner. In
Table S4, we show experimental results on the val sets of
PASCAL VOC 2012 (PC) [5] and MS COCO (MC) [6].



We can observe that SR-F can observably achieve a better
performance than skip connections on both datasets.

Dataset SR-F Skip Connections

PC 68.2% 52.7%
MC 34.3% 23.8%

Table S4. Result comparisons between SR-F and skip connections.

S7. More Experiments by Deploying SR-F/-L

This supplementary is for “ablation study” in Section 5.2
of the main paper. In our ablation study, both SR-F and
SR-L are implemented on MEA. To further verify the ef-
fectiveness of SR-F and SR-L, in this section, we deploy
SR-F and SR-L on MEAs where each exit contains only
the semantic segmentation loss. In Table S5, we show re-
sults on the val sets of PASCAL VOC 2012 (PC) [5] and
MS COCO (MC) [6]. On PC dataset, we can observe that
improvements of SR-F nd SR-L on MEAs are 0.2% mIoU
and 0.3% mIoU, respectively, and their sum is 0.5% mIoU
which shows that SR-Fand SR-L are complementary. The
same observation can be obtained on MC dataset.

S8. More Experimental Results for Weakly-
Supervised Semantic Segmentation

This supplementary is for Section 5 of the main paper.
In this section, we provide more experimental results for
weakly-supervised semantic segmentation task. We show
experimental results in Table S6. We use two pseudo-mask
generation methods (i.e., IRNet [1] and SEAM [7]) with
two different segmentation backbones (i.e., SegNet [2] and
SPGNet [3]) in experiments. We can observe that using SR
can consistently boost the performance of these two pseudo-
mask generation methods on both SegNet and SPGNet on
the val and test sets of PASCAL VOC 2012 [5].

S9. More Qualitative Results
This supplementary is for Section 5 of the main paper. In

this section, we provide more visualization results for both
weakly-supervised and fully-supervised SS tasks as shown
in Figure S3.
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Figure S3. Visualization results for weakly-supervised semantic segmentation on the val set of PASCAL VOC 2012 [5] using
CONTA [9]+SPGNet [3] as the baseline model, and fully-supervised semantic segmentation on the val set of Cityscapes [4] using OCR-
Net [8] as the baseline model. “w/ overall SR loss” means applying MEA loss, SR-F loss, and SR-L loss on baseline models. The mIoU is
shown on each result image. The white dotted frames highlight the revised regions by applying our SR approach.


